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Learning Objectives:

• Identify key features of effective learning 
environments which support a variety of 
learning modes 

• Understand some of the furnishings, 
technology and space implications of today’s 
evolving pedagogy

• Respond to the unique Architectural and 
Construction implications of renovation 
projects for education

• Leverage the strategic planning and execution 
of renovation projects to create versatile, 
economical, effective learning spaces



21st Century Learning Spaces:

Space for people, equipment, furniture and 
supplies to move around without bumping

Flexible, reconfigurable components

Storage space for projects in progress, and 
display space for finished work

Convenient access to power, data & other 
utilities without limiting flexibility

Acoustics / noise control to foster 
concentration, communication and 
understanding



21st Century Learning Spaces:

Flexible, adaptable, enhanced technology

Transparency to allow people outside to see 
in, and for people inside to see out

Access to natural light and views

Respond to students’ differing physical, 
social, emotional and cognitive needs

Recognize sensory ergonomics as well as 
physical ergonomics



21st Century Learning Spaces:

Chairs & desks that can be used for 
individual or group work

Casters on furniture for easy mobility

Mobile storage with multiple access points

Desks & seating with built-in power & USB

Mobile partitions that double as writing 
surfaces & space separators 



Sensory Ergonomics

The physical design of a building creates a 
sensory experience that can impact its 
occupants positively or negatively 

Design of the built environment (including 
furniture) may increase alertness, control, 
engagement and comfort – both physical 
and emotional

There is a direct relationship between the 
design & comfort of your environment with 
the mental, physical, & emotional sensations 
you experience as a result. 



Enhancing Sensory Ergonomics            
(without the need of a construction bond!)

Color – Can be added to any space with 
colorful furniture, art, accents, & accessories

Shape – Fun shaped desks & seating are great, 
but even rectangle desks can be arranged in 
interesting configurations

Texture – A mix of standard & soft seating, 
smooth & patterned surfaces

Lighting – The more natural light, the better. 
Open the windows & let there be light! Hold a 
portion of class outside any chance you get.





Programmatic Trends Driving Renovations:

Shift from traditional lecture-style instruction 
to more active, multi-mode learning

Need for flexible, reconfigurable space to 
allow individual or group work

Seamless integration of technology to 
facilitate peer collaboration and accept 
inputs from students as well as teachers

Support for integrative, inquiry-based 
pedagogies like Project-Based Learning, 
makerspaces, STEAM



Every Space can be a Learning Space

Not all learning happens in the classroom, 
and students increasingly take on projects in 
groups

“Soft” or “sticky” spaces provide places for 
informal and unexpected meetings, fostering 
interdisciplinary connections. 

An interwoven mix of classrooms, open team-
based spaces, quiet individual workplaces 
and social spaces make a complete learning 
environment



Frequent Physical Reasons for Renovations:

Poor building envelope thermal performance 
causing excessive energy use/cost

Limited electrical system capacity and/or 
power distribution

Insufficient communications bandwidth, 
network capacity, or access points

Deferred maintenance

Code compliance improvements 

Pandemic response / building resilience: 
HVAC performance, air purification, student  
spacing, traffic flow



In 2013, (the last year for which data was available) 

the average age of a public school building in the 

United States was 44 years

53% of school districts report the need to update or 

replace major building systems

The average time since a major renovation: 12 years



Common Renovation Planning Constraints:

New or updated MEP / Fire systems require 
both horizontal & vertical space

Fire protection & life safety alarm systems 
may be insufficient or not exist 

Low floor-to-floor dimensions may cause 
alignment problems for additions

Stairs may not comply with current codes, 
and elevators may not exist at all

Structural systems (column locations) can 
limit flexible use of space



We the People Public Charter School



We the People Public Charter School

• Transform an old commercial building into a cutting-edge learning facility 
with no budget for construction

• Make every available space a learning space

• Create flexible classrooms that can be reconfigured on the fly

• Ensure the values of the school are reflected in every part of the environment



VIDEO LINK





Benefits of using an old space in new ways:

Budget
Sustainability

Reinforcing Values
Community Involvement



The Hockaday School: Center for the Arts



The Hockaday School: Center for the Arts

• Enlarge the Stage

• Improve Technical Capability Above the Stage

• Provide Student Access to Lighting Catwalks

• Improve Acoustics

• Expand Seating Capacity

• Enhance Lobby Functionality



Before Renovation



Before Renovation









The Hockaday School: Science Center



The Hockaday School: Science Center

• Larger Labs for Greater Flexibility

• Increase the Number of Labs

• Improve Prep / Storage Rooms

• Provide Faculty Offices

• Create Spaces for Collaboration

• Enhance Connectivity Between Arts & Science



Floor 1
After Renovation

Before Renovation



Floor 1
After Renovation

Before Renovation



Floor 2
After Renovation

Before Renovation



Floor 3
New Construction









Texas Christian University: 
Robert Carr Chapel



Texas Christian University: 
Robert Carr Chapel

• Enhance Flexibility & Functionality

• Accommodate the Wide Variety of Different Uses

• Improve Audio/Visual Capabilities

• Improve Accessibility

• Don’t Mess it Up!



After RenovationBefore Renovation



After RenovationBefore Renovation



After RenovationBefore Renovation



Lessons Learned:

• Capitalize on underutilized resources – repurposing space can have outsize results

• Today’s MEP/F systems require more space above the ceiling than older systems

• Flexibility is important, but it has a cost: don’t pay for more than you need

• Stairs and elevators may need improvement for code compliance as well as 
convenience for users

• Exterior wall improvements for energy performance can also provide new paths for 
distribution of power and data to meet today’s needs

• Swing space (temporary space for continued operations) is critical in renovation 
projects. Include it in both planning and budgeting from the start

• Surprises are inevitable, so contingencies are invaluable



Lessons Learned:

• The physical learning environment has a profound impact on its inhabitants

• Sensory Ergonomics should always be top of mind in every learning space 

• Significant improvements can be made to schools without the need of brand-new 

buildings and major resources

• Just about any space can be transformed into an effective learning space with 

minimal changes to overall design 


